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Abstract
Nowadays, the interest of young people in programming is decreasing steadily on a global scale. This, however, is
becoming a problem for global economic development. The dynamic development of technologies requires implementation
of new teaching and learning methods. As a result, new Computer Science courses related to programming in primary
education have been introduced. Pupils learn the basics and the programming skills using new visual programming languages
known as block-based programming languages that allow the design of programming algorithms (program logic) using
drag-and-drop of program chunks, named blocks. This makes the programming languages easy to use even by young
children. The lack of a reasonable argument for the choice of block-based programming languages based on their functional
characteristics, interface and children’s preference prompted this investigation. This article discusses some of the modern
block-based programming languages. Research into the state-of-the-art scientific publications on this issue has been
done. The criteria for comparing and analyzing these programming languages have been defined. As a result, the blockbased programming languages that best meet the criteria have been identified. Two languages (Scratch and Code.org)
have been selected based on the proposed methodology. These languages were used for two weeks by pupils in the 3rd
and 4th grades in Bulgaria. The main goal of this study is to determine the degree of similarity between block-based and
traditional programming languages, as well as discuss the opportunity for their use in the Bulgarian primary school. The
proposed methodology can be easily adapted and used in other countries. An important factor in this research is the support
available in the pupils’ native language for the integrated development environment and programming languages.

Category: Compilers / Programming Languages
Keywords: Block-based programming languages; Programming language for children; Human-computer
interaction; Computational thinking; Computer science education

I. INTRODUCTION
The fast-paced, over-technological lifestyle has revealed
new aspects of modern programming. Today, the textual
Open Access

programming environments, which until recently have
been the main mode of programming, have paved the
way to visual programming languages. They have evolved
into environments that allow programming based on the
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(smartphones and/or tablets) to play, make phone calls,
and for entertainment. But they can do much more with
the help of computer technologies. Young children can
visualize their ideas through computer drawings, animations, or computer games that they develop themselves.
The use of modern computer technologies by children
as a learning tool is not a novelty. In the 80's of the 20th
century, “Turtle”, the computer-controlled cybernetic
animal, was created at MIT [4]. The “Turtle” is controlled
by a computer language LOGO, which is the first computer
language appropriate for children. A study of Papert [4]
can be considered as fundamental to human-computer
interaction as children are no longer seen as ordinary
users but as a part of the computer program development
team.
Thus, the development of comprehensible and intuitive
programming languages has become a priority for all
software engineers. The focus of interest in this paper is to
study not only the way children interact with programming
languages, but also their features and capabilities, the
intuitive understanding of the developmental environment,
and its similarity to classical object-oriented programming
languages such as C++. The present study is the result of
a 1-year work on the problem that was examined in [5]
and [6].
A number of researchers offered original methodologies
for teaching and learning computing programming for
young students. In most cases, their proposals adhere to
generally accepted practice and standards in their
countries. An example of such a study can be seen in [7],
investigating some game development environments,
comparing their features, and the types of games that can
be created with them are listed. Hayes and Games [7]
argue that special attention should be paid to the
development of thinking when designing learning games.
Teaching computer programming to children aged 3 to 6
years in England is discussed by Manches and Plowman
[8]. The two authors take into account the lack of scientific
research related to pedagogical theory, generally accepted
practices, and the scarcity of achievements and/or results
that allow researchers and practitioners to obtain an
overall assessment after introducing computer science
training (programming or coding) in the “early years” of
children.
It is not only the great capabilities of BBPLs that are of
essential importance when used by primary school children.
A study related to the development of algorithmic thinking
among seven children over the age of 6 who used the
PiktoMir online environment for 8 weeks is rendered in
[9]. All the participants in the experiment ‘found PiktoMir
fun to use’. Furthermore, children aged 5 to 11 develop
their algorithmic thinking and apply it in practice [10].
According to Gibson [11], it is needless for them to wait
until adolescence to study the creation and use of simple
algorithms for mathematical computing or computer
programming. He suggests that children can begin to

use of readily available program blocks and in some
cases, the real source code remains hidden. These new
visual programming languages are known as block-based
programming languages (BBPLs). The integrated development environments in which they are used are called
block-based programming environments (BBPEs). BBPLs
allow the development of a computer program by dragging,
dropping and snapping program chunks that are organized into different categories. Thus, people who never
encountered application development can better understand
the basic concepts of programming and the creation of
algorithms [1]. Despite these innovations in software
development, the need for computer specialists is
increasing. For Larson [2], the shortage of IT staff in
many countries around the world has become a serious
problem. To solve this problem, governments and education
ministries in many countries have changed their curricula
by introducing subjects belonging to the computer science.
These curricula aim not only at introducing information
technology terms to children, but also the basic concepts
of programming and the creation of computer programs
and computer games.
In 2015, the Ministry of Education and Science in the
Republic of Bulgaria added a new compulsory computer
discipline named “Computer Modeling” for primary school
students (grades 3 and 4) [3], which will start in 2019.
According to the curriculum of this discipline, children
should be able to write simple algorithms and develop
computer applications, computer games and animated
objects using visual environments and programming
languages.
After investigating various literary sources, it was
found that there was a lack of reasonable arguments in
the methodologies for the selection of appropriate visual
programming languages, based on their functionalities
and interface. Analyses related to the children’s preferences
are also very limited due to the intensive research into
computer programming for children only within the last
few years. All this motivated us to start working in this
field of study and present the results of our investigation
in this paper.
The paper is structured as follows: overview of the
state-of-the-art studies, associated with BBPLs for children;
several types of criteria used to determine the benefits
and disadvantages of multiple BBPLs and their comparison
with traditional programming languages; analysis of the
possibility for use of BBPLs by pupils; analysis of the
opinions of the pupils in a primary school regarding some
of the BBPLs presented; and study conclusions.

II. RELATED WORK
Modern computer technologies define the new lifestyle
of people, and children are no exception to that definition.
From an early age, children start to use mobile devices
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learn computer science before they even know how to
read and write. In another study published earlier, Gibson
[11] presents the idea, “that the best way of introducing
children to computer science does not require a computer:
it requires the teaching of rigorous (formal) reasoning
about computations and algorithms”. He stated that the
first formal methods can be taught to children as young as
seven years and thus children can learn fundamental
algorithm concepts easily. His methodology is based on
games with real objects such as cubes, cardboards, etc.
The development of algorithmic thinking is crucial for
mastering the basic concepts in programming and is
facilitated by the modern BBPLs. However, it is
questionable whether the children can understand how to
use program chunks (blocks). The way children in the 4th
grade understand and read an existing code using the
visual cues provided by block-based programming is
presented in [11, 12]. Dwyer et al. [12] recognize the fact
that different pupils understand the program blocks
differently. In addition, pupils find it hard to understand
how the computer programs are designed and they
encounter difficulties when developing simple algorithms.
This study confirms once again Gibson’s idea that the
study of programs initially requires acquisition of
knowledge related to building an algorithmic sequence of
actions to achieve the respective purpose.
Another problem found in the literature is the difficulty
young children encounter in understanding the concepts
of abstraction in the programming languages, even those
that are block-based. For example, Armoni [13] presents
a study on the different opinions for and against studying
computer science by children in the kindergarten, as well
as the lack of detailed research into this issue. The author
of this paper concludes that children must be at least 7
years old to be able to cope with the abstract concepts
used in programming.
In the course of the present study, some articles
reporting positive results associated with the use of BBPLs
were found. According to [14], the pupils acquired basic
knowledge of text-based programming when using such
languages. Matsuzawa et al. [14] state that the language
interface of the developmental environments, the availability of learning materials and a user-friendly interface
are of vital importance. If all these features are available,
the pupils can focus only on the development of algorithms
and/or applications without handling exceptions and
debugging. The authors also confirm the fact that there is
still a lack of sufficient information concerning the way
students perceive BBPLs.
Bearing in mind the contemporary literary sources
reviewed above, it can be concluded as follows:
● Children must be at least 7 years of age in order to
clearly understand the abstract programming languages;
● Prior to introducing programming languages, including
BBPLs, it is necessary to acquaint pupils with the
formal concepts and the basics of mathematical logic.
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●
●

This will help them to learn to build simple algorithms;
BBPLs help to build algorithmic thinking;
BBPLs help to further study the traditional programming languages.

III. A METHODOLOGY FOR THE ANALYSIS
OF SOME BLOCK-BASED PROGRAMMING
LANGUAGES
Block-based programs most often consist of stacked
block elements that resemble puzzle elements. The program
is run only by pressing the RUN button. BBPE that uses a
BBPL lacks debugging and handling exceptions. The
main purpose of this type of programming language is
not simply to arrange program chunks. Instead, its
purpose is to let children acquire knowledge related to the
logical organization of an algorithm, so that they can
solve a certain task. Objects and splines from the real
world and background images are most commonly used
in these programming platforms to design the computer
program or game.
The authors of [8] point out six main areas of computer
training: (1) understand the algorithms; (2) create and
debug the program; (3) logical thinking; (4) work (create,
store, organize, retrieve and delete) with digital content;
(5) use information technology beyond school; and (6)
ensure safety and keeping personal information private.
All these indicators will be used in the development of
our comparative methodology of BBPLs for children.
The main purpose of this study is to determine the
degree of similarity between the block-based and the
traditional programming languages, and the possibility of
their use in the Bulgarian schools.
Similar analyses have been made in several scientific
publications, e.g., [19, 21, 22] among others. The common
feature shared by these analyses is that they investigated
no more than two BBPLs or programming platforms.
Moreover, the criteria used compare them only in terms
of their capabilities and mode of application in the
learning/teaching process. No clear set of criteria are
available to assess the capabilities of the investigated
languages compared with the traditional programming
languages. The advantage of the methodology presented
here is that it corresponds to and satisfies the conclusions
of the study involving the various literary sources and
provides an accurate assessment of the actual capabilities
of a BBPL.
The criteria for analyzing some of the more common
BBPLs are divided into four categories (groups): the first
category refers to the user interface of the programming
platform; the second one relates to the availability of
teaching materials; and the third contains the main
features of traditional programming languages. The
proposed criteria can be used to analyze programming
languages different from the ones used in this article.
3
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Table 1. Analysis of some programming languages based on their usability and support
Name

Website

Age
(yr)

Price

OS and other software Language support

Science
publications

Code.org

http://studio.code.org

4+

Free

All modern browsers

English,
Bulgarian etc.

[23, 24]

ScratchJr

http://www.scratchjr.org

5+

Free

iOS, iPad, Android

English, Spanish

[25, 26]

Scratch

https://scratch.mit.adu

8+

Free

iOS, iPad, Android,
Windows, Mac, Linux

English, Spanish,
Bulgarian, etc.

[16, 24, 27,
28, 29, 30]

Tynker

https://www.tynker.com

7+

Free and payment

All modern browsers

English

[31]

Kodu Game
Lab

http://www.kodugamelab.com

8+

Free

Windows

English

[15, 19, 32,
33]

GameStar
Mechanic

http://gamestarmechanic.com

8+

Free and payment

All modern browsers

English

[34]

Hopscotch

https://www.gethopscotch.com

8+

Free

iOS, iPad, iPod, iPhone

English

[35]

Alice

http://www.alice.org

10+

Free

Windows

English

[27, 36, 37,
38, 39]

Snap!

http://byob.berkeley.edu

13+

Free and payment

All modern browsers

English,
Bulgarian etc.

[40]

This methodology provides an independent evaluation of
the programming languages investigated.

platforms for pupils’ education. Their quality is not the
subject of research in this article as they are a subjective
factor and depend on the educational system in the
country concerned. This category contains the following
criteria:
- Curriculum
- Structured learning contents
- Video tutorials
- Text documents
- Teaching materials in pupils’ native language

(1) Usability and support (Table 1)
- Age: Appropriate user age is determined according to
the websites of the programming language and
related scientific publications.
- Price and license
- Operating systems (OS) and other software: The
requirements of the operating system and/or
additional software used are included under this
criterion. This criterion is needed because some of
the BBPLs are web programming platforms and do
not need installation, which is an advantage as it
guarantees easier and wider accessibility.
- Language support: The Bulgarian language support is
of great significance. This is a focal point of the
present study. All the investigated BBPs and their
programming platforms are adapted to the English
language, and very few are supported in the
Bulgarian language.
- Scientific publications

(3) Capabilities of programming languages (Table 2):
This group includes the following criteria:
- Games: Capabilities to develop games;
- Animations: Capabilities to develop animations;
- Robotics and Drones: Capabilities to manage robotic
devices or drones;
- Program sharing: Capabilities to share the created
application;
- Real program code: Capabilities for visualization of a
real program code.
(4) Features of the traditional programming languages
(Table 3): This category is needed to determine the extent
to which the language can equip the child with real
capabilities in a traditional programming language. This
will allow easy acquisition of the basic programming
knowledge and the programming skills involving traditional
languages. The criteria that fall here are:
- Data types, variable type and constants
- Arithmetic and Boolean operators
- Conditional operators
- Loops

(2) Teaching materials (Table 2): The availability of a
detailed help system, easy-to-test examples, and a wellstructured curriculum are essential since these programming
languages are intended for children’s education. It is of
vital importance that these materials are made available
in the native language of pupils. Well-structured resources
will assist children to better understand the abstract
concepts used in the BBPLs. However, this article aims at
showing only the availability of teaching materials as
necessary elements enabling the use of BBPLs and their
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Table 2. Analysis of some programming languages based on teaching materials and programming language capabilities
Category

Tynker

Kodu
Game
Lab

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Code.org ScratchJr Scratch

Gamestar HopsMechanic cotch

Alice

Snap!

Teaching materials
Curriculum

√

√

Structured learning content

√

Video tutorials

√

√

Text documents

√

√

Teaching materials in Bulgarian

√

√

Capabilities of programming languages
Games

√

√

√

Animations

√

√

√

√
√

Robotics and Drones
√

Program sharing
Real program code

√

√

JavaScript

Total evaluation based on learning materials
and programming language capabilities (%)

√

√

√

√

JavaScript,
Python

91

55

82

73

36

45

55

√

√

Java

XML,
Python

64

55

Table 3. Features of traditional programming languages integrated into block-based programming languages and platforms
appropriate for children
Name

Code.org ScratchJr

Scratch

Tynker

Kodu
Game
Lab

Gamestar
Mechanic

Hopscotch

Alice

Snap!

Data types, variable type and constants

√

√

√

√

√

√

Arithmetic and Boolean operators

√

√

√

√

√

√

Conditional operators

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Loops

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Functions and procedures

√

√

√

√

√

√

Arrays and list

√

√

√

√

√

Pointers and data structures

√

√

√

√

File handling

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Units and modules
Object-oriented programming

√

√

Data and database
Events

√

√

√

Tools for painting and drawing

√

Sound use

√

√

√
√

Template and sprite control

√

√

Input with keyboard and mouse

√

Save
Total value (%)
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√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

88

41

82

88

41

47

59

100

88

5
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- Functions and procedures
- Arrays and list
- Pointers and data structures
- File handling
- Units and modules
- Object-oriented programming
- Data and database
- Events
- Tools for painting and drawing
- Sound use
- Template and sprite control
- Input with keyboard and mouse

The results reported by Touretzky et al. [15] show that
many of the pupils find it difficult to understand the basic
logical rules when creating complex programming
actions. Difficulty involving the development of mental
simulation and analytical reasoning among children is
noticed. In conclusion, the authors point out that in order
to understand Kodu, the children should first study other
simple languages such as Scratch or Python.
ScratchJr, Tynker and Hopscotch programming platforms
stand out among others. What is common between them
is that they can be installed on a device with a mobile
operating system. The ScratchJr programming way is
more intuitive and easier, but its functionalities are
limited. In contrast, Tynker and Hopscotch both provide
many programming options as they provide an opportunity
to use different backgrounds, characters and objects, and
so on.
All the studies devoted to the use of BBPLs as a
programming tool for primary school children noticed
that Scratch was the most widely used. The practical use
of Scratch in the learning/teaching process is presented in
[16].
Wilson et al. [17] examined the possibility of using
Scratch to create computer games by children (4th to 7th
grades) in Scotland. Their article presents pedagogical
approaches to the introduction of game-based training
and provides an opportunity for assessment of children's
programming skills. Another study, related to the use of
Scratch by pupils for one semester, is presented in [18].
According to Kobsiripat [18], 60 children in the 4th grade
obtained the knowledge and skills to use media objects,
and thereby develop their creative skills in the Scratch
environment.
Based on the first three categories presented in Tables 1
and 2, it can be seen that the most suitable BBPLs for
primary school pupils in Bulgaria are Code.org (91%),
followed by Scratch (82%) and Tynker (73%). Scratch,
followed by Alice and Kodu were the predominant
programming languages in our literature survey analyses.

The BBPLs that are intended for analysis with the
proposed methodology were selected after a detailed
overview of the literature discussed in the second section.
There are other programming languages and environments
that are appropriate for children.
To complete the goals set in this study several BBPEs
such as Move the turtle (http://movetheturtle.com), PiktoMi
(https://piktomir.ru), and Daisy the Dinosaur (http: //
www.daisythedinosaur.com) among others, which are
suitable for children aged 5+ and allow the creation of
simple programs, were found with Google Search. The
common feature shared by all of them is the lack of
complex functionality that is characteristic of programming
languages. Therefore, they will not be considered in this
article.
We chose the programming platforms Code.org,
ScratchJr, Scratch, Tynker, Microsoft's Kodu Game Lab,
Gamestar Mechanic, Hopscotch: Learn to Code Through
Creativity, Alice, and Snap! (Table 1). The capabilities of
both the environments and their programming languages
are analyzed.
The high-level primitives of Kodu allow writing of
very easy computer programs. A study of various strategies
for the practical application of the Kodu Game Lab
within a curriculum for young children educated “into the
habit of reasoning about programs” is presented in [15].

Fig. 1. Evaluation of the block-based programming languages investigated, and their programming platforms.
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Table 4. Opinions of 8- to 10-year-old children about Scratch
and Code.org

All of the scientific works listed in Table 1 were retrieved
by the search strategy involving Scopus and Google Scholar
scientific databases without any limitation concerning
their publishing period.
Taking into consideration the results presented in Table 3,
it can be concluded that based on the BBPLs investigated
and analyzed, the closest to the traditional programming
languages were Alice (100%), Code.org (88%), Tynker
(88%), Snap! (88%) and Scratch (82%).
The average scores of each of the BBPLs analyzed and
listed in Tables 2 and 3 are shown in Fig. 1. These values
can be considered as average evaluations of BBPLs.
Based on the methodology presented and the research
conducted, it can be concluded that Code.org (90%) and
Scratch (82%) are the most suitable for the primary school
children in Bulgaria. These programming languages also
correspond to the requirements of the MES under the
subject “Computer Modeling” for primary school (3rd
and 4th grades) [3]. It must be noted that Alice (82%) is
comparable to Scratch, but it is difficult to use in the
initial training/learning due to the expected language
barrier that children may encounter when using it.

Scratch
Age (yr)
8

9

10

Total

Total
Like

Unlike

Like

Unlike

Girl

0

2

2

0

2

Boy

0

1

1

0

1

Girl

2

4

5

1

6

Boy

1

3

4

0

4

Girl

1

1

2

0

2

Boy

1

3

4

0

4

5

14

18

1

19

with Code.org because the program chunks used were in
Bulgarian.
At the end of the work period, the children were asked
to provide their opinions about the programming
environment and the language they preferred the most.
They indicated the language of preference. The results of
this study are presented in Table 4. The most preferred
BBPL for the children was Code.org.
Our study proved that Scratch was more difficult to
understand and use by children. The presence of interactive
multimedia objects in the programming platform Code.org,
such as a few favorite cartoon characters proved to be one
of the key factors influencing the children.
The results obtained in this investigation lead to one
more conclusion: Code.org with its BBPL is the
programming platform that best meets the requirements
of the Ministry of Education and Science in Bulgaria for
the school subject “Computer Modeling”, as well as the
criteria set in this article and the children’s preferences.

IV. CHILDREN’S OPINIONS ABOUT SOME
BLOCK-BASED PROGRAMING LANGUAGES
When talking about programming appropriate for
children, one should not forget that they have a limited
set of knowledge and skills. They should be considered
as ordinary users, and not as programmers with special
skills. Therefore, programming environments (platforms)
for children should be easy to use and easy to understand.
The program chunks should be easy to manage. They
should use natural language for the development of the
computer programs/games. The platform should provide
easy-to-understand examples and multiple learning
resources.
Based on the results obtained by the BBPLs surveyed
in the previous section, the opinions of 19 children have
been studied: 11 girls and 8 boys, aged from 8 to 10
years, and enrolled in the primary school 3rd and 4th
grades in Bulgaria. The study was done with parents’
permission and with the children’s consent.
The children used Code.org and Scratch every day for
20 minutes for 2 weeks except for the weekends. The
choice of Code.org and Scratch was based on the
methodology presented and the results obtained after
application in nine BBPLs.
During the experiment, the children received brief
instructions for the use of the individual features and their
application in simple algorithms. It must be pointed out
that the children encountered additional difficulties when
they used Scratch compared to Code.org. They also
found it very easy to complete the simple tasks developed

Radoslava Kraleva et al.

Code.org

Sex

V. CONCLUSIONS
The use of BBPLs based on drag-and-drop technology
is the first step that children can take in the field of
computer science. Therefore, many governments around
the world introduce computer programming classes at
primary school. Thus, pupils must study specific BBPLs
using an appropriate programming platform. Therefore, it
is important that the programming language and its
environment are correctly selected, easy to understand,
with adequate teaching material for free used in the
teaching/learning process.
In this article, a detailed scientific analysis of the
publications over the past few years related to the use of
BBPLs and their development environments has been
made. This analysis resulted in several generalized
conclusions. (1) Children find it difficult to understand
the abstract concepts used in programming languages. (2)
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Children need to be at least 7 years of age to understand
programming concepts. (3) The next important step in the
study of programming is that children should acquire
prior knowledge about formal concepts and the stages of
simple algorithms. (4) The advantages of using BBPLs to
develop algorithmic thinking and build the foundation for
subsequent studies of traditional programming languages
were also taken into consideration.
Based on the analysis of the various literary sources,
groups of criteria for analysis and comparison of BBPLs
were outlined. The main points of these criteria include
the availability of learning materials and the features that
bring the block-based languages closer to the classical
programming languages. The maintenance of native
language in the programming environment is also of
importance for young pupils. These criteria were used to
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